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Special orders
see end of
catalogue.

Gsm Trackers

No phone line
Gsm unit+sim

Door contacts.

stand alone
bed/chair kits.

Stand alone equipment see items 1-9
• For equipment linked to a pager to support a carer/relative/spouse living at same address see http://www.easylinkuk.co.uk
• Pager and sensor only items 8 & 9.
Telecare equipment Items 10-33 need a careline to operate.
• Telecare Equipment items 10-33 needs a careline (£3.50) and base unit (12-15) to support the telecare unless the person
already has a careline and you are adding equipment. Remember Tunstall/Tynetech kit is designed to be linked to a careline. Is
there a careline in place? Who is operating the careline? (It may not be Bristol City Council) Order same branded devices or
they will not be compatible

Product
1) Magi-plug
Stand Alone

Manufacturer/ Application
Approx Cost
£7.14
Models are available for bath, sink and hand basin. When an
unattended bath / sink reaches a certain depth, the pressure
NRS
plate opens and releases the excess water.
3 types, bath, kitchen sink, hand wash basin.

2) Memo-Minder £29.95
3) Memo-Minder £44.95
+
Transformer &
Timer Solon
Stand Alone

4) Mem X -

£110.40

Stand Alone

Pivo Tell

Pre-recorded personal message played when device activated by
movement. If movement continues to be detected the message
will be played back every 20 seconds. Range of movement
detection area can be reduced by masking part of sensor. The
operating hours can be restricted by using a transformer power
supply with timer in place of batteries.
If you want it the message played between set times, please
order the memo minder, transformer and timer.
Mem-X is a voice memory aid designed for those with some
memory loss. It tells the user in a pre-recorded voice all they
have to do at that time, from special events to taking medication.

5) Memrabel ll -

£119.99

Stand Alone

Easylink

6) Home Safety
Alert -

£32.15

Stand Alone

Life Max

7) Night Light
with motion
sensor -

£18.99

Stand Alone

Life Max

MemRabel ll helps people to remember events and tasks by
playing back recorded voice messages at programmed times.
Prompt meds, digital photo frame, download video clips of friends
and family. Can request that prompts are set up by Easylink if
order as a special.
A wireless calling alarm system with one main receiver unit and
two pendant calling transmitters. There is a Call button and
Panic button on each pendant.

Turns on when light or movement detected automatically. Emits
bright and warm light. Manual on/off switch or automatic
operation.
Supplied with wall fixing bracket or just position on shelf, table or
floor Detection zone up to 5 metres and 100 degrees.

8) MPPL-MS

£33.60

New design MPPL-MS with on/off switch, power save, pulse PIR
count, pager channel selection 1-2 and low battery warning
transmitted to pager, pet safe mode.This kit can be used for bed
leaving applications, wander detection and general security
applications.

Easy Link

NB needs at least One of # 10 to work
See Easylink Catalogue http://www.easylinkuk.co.uk/ for
bed/chair kits, fall detectors and door contacts linked to a
pager to support a carer/relative/spouse living at the same
address.
The MPPL is a robust radio pager with beeper and vibration
alerts.

TRANSMITTER

Stand Alone

9) MPPL ALARM £37.20
PAGER

NB: Needs at least One of # 9 to work
Stand Alone

Easy Link
See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oh5VPadDna8
.

10) Bed/Chair
Occupancy
Sensor -

£70.00

The sensor is placed beneath the mattress (2 required for
double bed) and is connected to a transmitter box (#32).
Used to alert of risk behaviour associated with bed exits at night.

Telecare

Tunstall

NB: Needs #33 and #13 or #14
Please specify if you need a bed or chair sensor, if to be
fitted to a profiling bed, consider a stand-alone sensor and
pager.
If it is a slatted bed please note on requisition as Tynetech’s
bed sensor is appropriate. Please advise if a memory foam
mattress.
If considering a chair sensor, there is a cord attached to the
sensor will this pose a hazard? Is it a riser/recliner chair the
sensor could move out of place.
Chair needs a cushion to put the sensor mat under. May
need to consider a wireless, cordless chair sensor linked to
a pager if someone living in the same property can respond.
(See Easylink uk link)

11) Bed
Occupancy
Sensor -

£169.51

Also used to alert of risk behaviour associated with bed exits at
night. Similar in performance to # 11. Choice may depend on if
the service user already has any of #13, #14, #15 or #16.

Telecare

Tynetec

NB: Includes #32 needs #15 or #16

12) Lifeline Vi

£149.00

•

&
13) Vi+ Unit -

Connected via main telephone line to a monitoring centre.

Alarm is raised via a trigger (e.g. a personal call button, a
smoke detector etc).

•

£169.00
All telecare equipment needs a Lifeline unit, but may
connect to an existing unit if one is present.
•

Telecare

Tunstall
Plus units have a clock, Can play back up to 6 prerecorded messages over a 24 hour period, so working as a
possible medication reminder.
•

14) Tynetec
Reach
&

£95.41

•

15) Reach Plus
Alarm Unit
Telecare

£117.74

•

Tynetec

Connected via main telephone line to a monitoring centre.
Alarm is raised via a trigger (e.g. a personal call button, a smoke
detector etc)
•
will accept up to 32 trigger devices
Plus unit has a clock and can play back recorded messages,
including medication prompts.

16) Personal
Pendant - Touch

£36.16

Telecare

Tynetec

The Personal Pendant is worn on the person to allow an
emergency alarm call to be made from anywhere in or around the
home. In residential housing calls can be made from anywhere
on the scheme. An alarm call is made by simply pressing the red
button once - a flashing red LED provides the user with call
reassurance.
NB Automatically provided if ordering #13,#14,#15 or #16

17) Tunstall
Smoke Detector

£56.00

18) Tynetec
Smoke Detector

£44.97

Telecare

Tunstall/
Tynetec
£55

19) Tunstall
Enuresis Sensor

Will alert client with alarm but also alert monitoring centre and fire
service. This device should only be used where there is a need
for linking to a monitoring centre
NB needs #13,#14,#15 or #16

20)Tynetec
£40.60
Enuresis Sensor

Detects moisture. Lifeline Unit required. Can be linked to a pager
or to call centre.
Tynetec Enuresis Sensor comprises of a bed mat and an
interface unit. The bed mat should be placed between the
bottom sheet and the mattress with the cable plugged into the
interface unit.

21) Tynetec
Enuresis Sensor
cont
Telecare

NB #20 needs #13 or #14
NB: #21 needs #15 or # 16
Tunstall/
Tynetec

22) Tunstall Heat £70.00
Detector
23) Tynetec
Heat Detector

£61.19

Telecare

Tunstall/
Tynetec

24) Tunstall
Temperature
Extremes
Detector

£70.00

25) Tynetec
Temperature
Extremes
Detector

£60.47

The wireless heat detector provides additional protection against
the risk of fires in rooms where smoke detectors are unsuitable
e.g. kitchen.
NB #22 needs #13 or #14
#23 needs #15 or # 16

The temperature extremes sensor provides advanced alerts of
(a) High temperatures, (b) Low temperatures, and (c) Rapid rise
in temperatures. It also provides advanced warning of fire
hazards, as unlike smoke detectors it can be sited in smoke rich
environments such as kitchens.
NB #24 needs #13 or #14 (PTO)
#25 needs #15 or # 16

Telecare

Tunstall/
Tynetec

26) Tunstall
Carbon
Monoxide
Detector

£95.00

Provides an alert when dangerous CO emissions have been
detected due to a blocked flue or fault in a fuel burning appliance.
A blocked chimney or a faulty appliance can cause the products
of combustion to back up and filter through the home leading to
the risk of carbon monoxide poisoning and/or suffocation.
NB #26 needs #13 or #14
#27 needs #15 or # 16.

27) Tynetec
Carbon
Monoxide
Detector

£105.06

Telecare

Tunstall/
Tynetec

28) Tunstall
Flood Detector
29) Tynetec
Flood Detector

£90.00

Provides early warning of potential flood situations. The sensor is
placed under the sink or in the bathroom next to the toilet or
under the bath. If the detector senses water, the unit provides
two types of alarm. The first is a local audible alarm and the
second will raise a call at the monitoring centre.

£35.46
NB Consider # 1 before ordering this.

Telecare

Tunstall/
Tynetec

NB #28 needs #13 or #14
#29 needs #15 or # 16.

30) Tynetec
Falls Detector
(wrist worn)

£73.14

•

Automatically detects a fall, can also be used to detect
stumbles, trips or recovered falls.
emergency alarm call will be made via an At Home Alarm
Unit or grouped system
•

31) - Tunstall
Falls Detector

Telecare

£90.00

Tynetec/
Tunstall

32) Sensor
Controller ZXT450

£116.52

Telecare

Tynetec

33) Universal
sensor

£110.00

Telecare

Tunstall

Used with Bed Sensor # 12, If a person gets into bed then gets
up again and does not return within the preset time an alarm call
will be transmitted.
• Real time clock with auto BST update
• Configurable monitoring periods
• Quick setup function
• Carer call button
• Daily battery self test & low battery reporting

The Universal Sensor enables equipment to raise wireless alarm
calls to home units. It can also be used to wirelessly connect
Natural Gas Detectors to home units, as a Door Usage Sensor,
or connected to a bed occupancy sensor mat to create a virtual
sensor.

Special order:

Easy link

http://www.easylinkuk.co.uk/page104.html

Buddi

https://www.buddi.co.uk/

GPS Tracker

.
Special order
GPS Tracker

Consider Buddi for extra care housing or linked to a careline as
their call centre will keep trying the contacts but if there is no
response it will not be escalated to an emergency response.
This could leave a vulnerable person at risk.

Special order
GSM unit.

Special order
Door contacts
linked to a
pager.

Tynetech
Reach GSM Unit
(ZSA680) is
£198.00

Easylink

No telephone required, can send a text to a carer/relative and if
no response will raise an alert with the monitoring centre.
CSL Dualcom Roaming Sim with an annual subscription of £78.00 (Voice & SMS

http://www.easylinkuk.co.uk/page92.html

Easylink
Special order:
Bed chair sensor
kits linked to a
pager.

http://www.easylinkuk.co.uk/page84.html
Chair sensors linked to a pager.
Link also offers completely cordless (no leads) chair alarms.
All components required in kit.

Door contacts
linked to a
Tynetech base
unit.

Door Alarm & Keyswitch Part No. ZXT438 including door contacts.

Tynetech

All components required in kit.

